Differentiation of function is the characteristic feature of the growth and development of communities as it is of the evolution of animal life into higher forms. In the course of time, the various organisations essential to the existence of a community shape themselves out in response to the "-increasingly complex conditions of its life; but it is only after many trials and many failures that the various functions necessary to be performed are properly distributed and discharged. The care of the public health in a city is one of the most important of these functions. It concerns every class, in all circumstances. Yet it will be found, especially in old countries, where municipal development has followed internal local impulses through many centuries, that the proper differentiation of this function is more slowly attained than that of any other. The reason seems to be this, that there is something in public health, and the measures required for its conservation, more or less akin to the objects of several of the departmental organisations of a community which come into existence prior to the recognition of the public health as an imperious subject of administration. The tendency, therefore, naturally is to try each of these organisations in succession, as the organ of this new function, or to distribute the function among them, deriving a little service from each as occasion presents, or as their primary ends permit, in the hope that thus the entire area of public health requirements may be covered.
There are thus recognisable in the history of cities distinct stages in the evolution of a policy in public health administration. My object now is to illustrate these stages from the history of Glasgow. It is only with that department of public health administration which relates to the management of epidemic diseases that I propose to deal. But it is notorious that the fiery heart of all the energy ever thrown On these matters, it is startling to note how, in the main, the great movements and operations in the battle against infectious disease have been understood and intermittently practised in times of supreme danger, for generations, if not centuries. In the practice we have not much to learn, but in the policy a great deal?in the concentration of the function, in the guidance of the practice, so that there may be uniform and united action over the entire area of what ought to be in reality, as in name, the community. All the weapons of the sanitary armament ought to be stored in one armoury, and wielded under one command.
The first glimpses of the dealings of the authorities of Glasgow with epidemics are obtained in the sixteenth cen- tury. The population then averaged 5,000, and the magistrates and Town Council administered the comparatively simple affairs of this small community with but little official assistance. From 1350 they had been provided, by private beneficence, with a Leper Hospital, to which patients were regularly sent by the magistrates; but the plague, which invaded the inhabitants at frequent intervals from a very early date, first tested their capacity for coping with epidemics. In anticipation of its appearance in 1574, the Burgh Court drew up a series of ordinances, which were subsequently revised from time to time, and which were marked by considerable intelligence. Their main substance is a rigid system of quarantine, extending both to persons and goods. Wardens of the ports of the city were appointed for that purpose. Other items in the ordinance were more akin to our modern practice. No lodgers were to be received by any one who had not a " licence" to do so from the magistrates. The duty of immediately reporting cases of sickness was imposed upon all householders, under pain of banishment? a source of information which the sanitary department of Glasgow at the present day does not enjoy.
" Searchers" were appointed to specified districts, whose business it was to go round their district morning and evening to discover any who might be seized with the disease?an anticipation of the house-to-house visitation of the present day, which I have heard claimed as a practice originated during the first invasions of cholera at the beginning of this century. There was, even at this early date, a foreshadowing of the sweeping operations of our Improvement Trust in the last item of the ordinance?" Ordains the School-house Wynd and all the Yennals to be simpliciter condemned and steekit up". Nothing is said as to medical aid for the infected, but probably this was speedily led, as we have seen, to its total exclusion. Before the managers adopted the same course with regard to fever, the proportion of the total cases received into the Infirmary from beyond the municipal bounds, through subscribers and local authorities, had risen, from year to year, until in 1876 it reached 16 per cent, from the immediate suburbs, and no less than 44 per cent, from the surrounding country. Raving finally got into our own hands all the hospital accommodation for infectious disease in the city, it is obvious that in such circumstances we had a very important part to play. We were beset with applications for assistance from authorities and private parties. To the former we said?we shall afford it at a certain rate of charge, provided you undertake immediately to procure hospitals of your own. The latter, we for several years accommodated by private agreement; but we soon found that the local authorities under whom these persons lived were circumventing us in this way. We, therefore, resolved to refer all private applicants to their own authority, with whom alone we would deal. We acted in the same way with requests for the assistance of our disinfecting staff and our washing establishment. Some difficulty was experienced in the case of certain local institutions, such as Reformatories and the Deaf and Dumb Asylum. Their managers argued that they were Glasgow institutions, and this argument was for some time listened to by our authority. Now, however, we refer them all to the authority within whose bounds they stand. So with two of our Poor-houses. In their case the argument was: They are mostly Glasgow paupers, and our parishes, though they extend landward beyond the municipal bounds, are assessed uniformly, and you are robbing Peter to pay Paul if you refuse us or even make us pay as highly as mere foreigners. But we replied:
The case is not so.
You are the local authority for such parts of your parish as are not burghal. We treat your paupers free of charge so far as your parish lies within our Burgh. Apply to the other Burghs for similar offices ; and where you yourself are the local authority, you have distinct powers of assessment as such over that area, and ought to debit yourself in that capacity. As to paupers in your poorhouse, as persons suffering from infectious disease, they are chargeable in the place where they presently lie, not to that from which they have been removed. The aggregate result of all these negotiations has been that two 
